Aviso Legal
ABOUT US
In fulfillment of article 10 of Law 34/2002, from 11 of July, "Servicios de la Sociedad de la
Información y de Comercio Electrónico" (Services of the Society of the Information and of
Electronic Commerce), of the Spanish government, we come to communicate the general
intelligence datas of this page Web:







The titularidad of the present website corresponds to LACOMBA Produccions SL
C.I.F. B07935869
The direction of LACOMBA Produccions SL is Enric Alzamora, 3 4-2 07002 Palma de
Mallorca
Electronic mail of attention to the user: comercial@lacomba.com
Telephone of contact: +34 971 229 171
Data of Inscription in the Mercantile Registry: Society enrolled in the Mercantile Registry
of them Illes Balears, Volume: 1636. Page: 214. Leaf: P.m. 31596

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACTING
INTRODUCTION: The present general conditions of the contracting of the contents and
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s services (In forward "the General Conditions"), they
establish with general character the rules to which LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. and the
user will surrender when this one contracts the services of that one, without prejudice that both
parts can agree on a few specific clauses that annul or modify them later they are exposed. To
these effects will be considered "user" to any person who should accede to the contents of
www.lacomba.com, already it is a question of a client, of an interested party in to collaborate
with us or of a mere onlooker, such and since we differ in our web.
The access to www.lacomba.com or the contracting on the part of the user of anyone of
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s services across our web supposes the acceptance of the
present General Conditions. For any doubt on the interpretation and scope of the same ones,
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U., us send a mail to comercial@lacomba.com.
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. declines any responsibility that can originate for the undue
use of the contents and services included in this web, counter
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. authorizes the users to stamp the present General
Conditions, which they will be able to do by means of the and a half ordinary commands which
there has the terminus and program of navigation of every user.
ACCEPTANCE: The user who accedes to www.lacomba.com or any of LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.’s ervices contracts, will admit in the same moment thati major of age
and with full aptitude to act and, in I make concrete, with sufficient aptitude to perfect the abovementioned contracting and, in turn that has read and accepted, fullly and entirely each and
every of the present General Conditions. In the supposition of legal persons, the user will
recognize to have capacity and sufficient representation to act in name of that one, assuming
any responsibility that can derive from the mistake of legitimacy and representation.
The acceptance of these General Conditions never supposes for the user using the contents
and LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s services of serious and diligent form and, in any
case, for own interests of the user, to commercialize with them opposite to third.
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. is reserved the right to prevent, without previous notice, the
access to any user from infringing the present General Conditions or realizes an undue use of
the contents and LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s services or that counter

OBJECT: The present General Conditions have for object regulate the advertising that of
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s services is done in our web, www.lacomba.com, as well

as regulate the access and use of the contents of the above-mentioned one site, that as portal
of information we offer in the same one, and the possible effects that from it can stem.
In any case, we put in knowledge of the user that in the supposition of deciding to contract
someone of the services that offers in the web LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U., will have to
do it putting in I contact directly with our office, which will be able to do telephonically across the
number 971 229 171 or by means of e-mail sent to comercial@lacomba.com.
In the site ww.lacomba.com does exist platforms or resources that allow the electronic
contracting of LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s services In any case, the contracting of
these services they will be done personally in our offices, formalizing, if proceeds, the
corresponding contract and presupposed in writing.
TERRITORIAL AREA: The contents and services given by LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.
across www.lacomba.com surrender to the Spanish legislation and, in his case, to the
legislation of the European Union.
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U., in consequence declines the submission to any another
legislation that is not the sanish legislation in case of litigation arisen from the access and use of
the contents of www.lacomba.com.
MODIFICATION: LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. is reserved the right to modify unilaterally
the present General Conditions, the content and services included in LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s web, as well as the presentation and images that integrate without
previous notice. In any case, and regarding an eventual modification of the General Conditions
or of the given services, it will not apply to itself with retroactive character to accesses to our site
previous to this modification.
The declaration of nullity or inefficiency of anyone of the clauses that form the present General
Conditions will not imply the nullity or inefficiency of them not affected by the above-mentioned
declaration.
ARXIVO, ACCESS AND USE OF CURRICULA: LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. has
paymaster in the site www.lacomba.com a paragraph destined for those users who interested in
collaborating with LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. us want to send his Curriculum.
For it, the interested user will have to be registered with user's name and a password, after
which will allow the reference for electronic route of his mail.
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. will take in an electronic file created expressly for it the file
of all Curriculum sent by electronic route, without it can spread them to third without express
assent of the user, which will be requested by post electronic. In the supposition of not
answering to the mentioned mail in the space of one week counting from his reference, the
assent will be understood refused to spread to third the above-mentioned document on
personal path.
In any moment, the user will be able to modify or to cancel a curriculum sent previously,
communicating it in writing, already it is by means of postal mail directed LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U., Street Enric Alzamora, 3, 4 º-2 ª, 07002 PALMA DE MALLORCA or
directing e-mail to comercial@lacomba.com. Received the mail, LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS,
S.L.U. will report to have taken been produced the modification or cancellation of the
Curriculum, by means of postal mail or e-mail.
In any case, LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. will adopt all the technical measurements to
assure the correct file of the curricula and those others that should prevent the illegitimate
access on the part of third. Nevertheless, not responsabiliza of the undue use that is done of the
same ones when it is achieved by the third one to conquer the safeties measurements, since
Internet offers deficiencies that allow illegitimate accesses, as which they fulfil the Hackers
called. In case appreciates interference, the affected user will have to communicate it to us as

soon as possible to comercial@lacomba.com to be able to adopt the opportune measurements
to avoid illegitimate accesses.
In any case, LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. is reserved the right to push back or to
eliminate of his files those sent Curricula that are not of interest for LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U., adopting for it the necessary measurements in order that they remain
totally destroyed or that turn out to be impossible to read on the part of third foreign LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.
POSSIBLE RESPONSIBILITIES: LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. puts at the disposal of
the users a series of hypertextual links, with illustrative or informative character, to different
webs, already they treat each other about clients of LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. already
it is a question of webs that we consider interesting. Nevertheless, LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS,
S.L.U. not responsabiliza neither of the contents of these pages nor of the damages and
prejudices that the access to the same ones can cause the user. Only, LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. will proceed to eliminate the hypertextual link in the supposition for
which there justifies herself an illicit content or the causación of a damage.
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. warns the users that someone of these hypertextual links
can direct to webs of named for adult public, with contained explicitly of sexual character, in
what we are of interest that are adopted the personal measurements to prevent the access to
these links to minors of age close to the user and to the terminus. In case of being minor the
user, will not have to accede to these webs.
In turn, LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. is reserved the right to eliminate those images or
bottoms of screen introduced by the users across www.lacomba.com, when thinks that they
offer a content manifestly, violently, xenophobic, racist, discriminatory or of sexual character.
The user who sits down offended by similar images, will be able to communicate it to us going
to comercial@lacomba.com, before which we will adopt, if it proceeds, the opportune
measurements.
PROTECTION OF INFORMATION
In agreement with the Organic Law 15/1999, of December 13, of Protection of information of
personal character, we proceed to report on the ends demanded by the art. 5 of the same one:
1. We report To that LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. uses a system of treatment of the
information of personal character facilitated by our users. In I make concrete, there exist three
files which purpose and adressees are the following ones:
1. Curriculums’ file: His purpose is to provide to LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. the
sufficient information of the users interested in working or to collaborate with us to be able to
communicate with them.
2. Clients' file: His purpose is to provide to LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. the sufficient
information of the clients who exist they have contracted some service to be able to report to us
with them and to know his preferences with regard to our products and services, and power, this
way, to optimize, to facilitate and to personalize our labor. Also information was consisting in
this file on the number of invoices emitted by LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U., That will be
able to know the client to effects of requesting copies of them to the direction
comercial@lacomba.com.
3. Curious' file: His purpose is to provide a few key data (e-mail and password) with those who
accede without being clients to our web, to effects of allowing his entry, to identify them by
means of a cookie instalable in the equipment of the user who allows to recognize it in close
visits.
In any case, the information that are requested in our forms is of named by the R.D. 994/1999,
of 11de June, of basic character.

The person in charge of the treatment of this file is LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L, whose
company domicile is Enric Alzamora, n º 3, 4 º-2 ª, 07002 PALMA DE MALLORCA (Balearic
Islands). The ownership, creation and LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.'s administration
corresponds to the same person in charge of the treatment of the files.
2. In all the forms that we use to obtain personal information of the users or clients, we indicate
with an asterisk (*) those who must be answered with obligatory character. Not response,
falsehood or inaccuracy in the answer, will prevent being able to offer the products and services
for that the form was destined. LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. does not assume any
responsibility for the problems and mistakes that can stem from the inaccurate, false or
incomplete information offered by the user.
The questions that do not come indicated with this symbol sound of voluntary response, for
what you will be able to leave them in target without any repercussion in the presentation of our
services.
3. In any case we will not obtain personal information of the user or client without the express
assent of this one, which will be confirmed doing clic on the "ACCEPTED" or similar button that
will consist at the end of every form.
4. LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. and any person who intervenes in the treatment of the
personal information included in our files are obliged to the professional secret respect of the
same ones and to the duty to guard them.
5. The information of personal character object of the treatment only will be able to be
communicated to the third one with the previous express assent of the interested user, which
will happen doing clic in the cabin " ACCEPTED" of the form or mail in where it requests this
authorization of him.
6. The user or client has the right to know recognized legally, interesting the pertinent
information of the General Record of Protection of Information, the existence of treatments of
personal character, his purposes and the identity of the person in charge of the treatment. Any
consultation of this nature is public and free.
7. In agreement with the art. 15 of the Organic Law 15/1999, of December 13, the user or
interested client will have right to request and to obtain free of LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS,
S.L.U. information of his information of personal character submitted to treatment, the origin of
the above mentioned information as well as the realized communications or that are foreseen to
play the role of the same ones.
The information will be able to be obtained directing an e-mail directed the person in charge of
the treatment of information comercial@lacomba.com, who will answer in the same way
contributing the information requested of clear and legible form.
This right of access only will be able to be exercised to intervals not low than twelve months,
except that the interested party credits a legitimate interest to the effect, in whose case will be
able to exercise them before.
8. The user or client who has facilitated his personal information to LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. will have right to his examination, rectification or cancellation in the
terms that later are indicated.
For it the interested party will have to direct an e-mail the person in charge of the treatment of
information to comercial@lacomba.com or a letter directed LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.
(Enric Alzamora, n º 3, 4 º-2 ª, 07002 PALMA DE MALLORCA - Balearic Islands-) expressing
clearly his will to rectify or to cancel his personal information. In the supposition of rectification
this affirmation will come accompanied from the indication of the former information that they
must be rectified and of the new ones that have to replace them.
The person in charge of the file will proceed to rectification or cancellation in the maximum
space of ten days counting from the receipt of the mail before above-mentioned.

The information of personal character which treatment does not adjust to the Organic Law
15/1999, of December 13 and those who turn out to be inaccurate or incomplete they will be
rectified or cancelled.
The cancellation will give place to the blockade of the personal information in question,
remaining of internal form for three years only at the disposal of the Public Administrations,
Judges and Courts, for the attention of the possible born responsibilities of the treatment.
Fulfilled the above-mentioned term, the person in charge of the treatment will proceed to his
definitive suppression.
In the supposition of which the information should have communicated object of treatment to the
third one before, the person in charge will proceed to notify to this third the rectification or
requested cancellation in order that it proceeds in the same terms to rectify or to cancel.
9. The user, for any claim as for treatment of his personal information, has right to do it before
the Protection Agency of Information.
10. LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. and the person in charge of the treatment have
adopted the levels of protection safety of the information of personal character that demands
the Law 15/1999, of December 13, with pertinent adoption of the technical measurements to his
scope to avoid the loss, evil I use, illegitimate access, hurts or modification of the same ones.
Nevertheless the user or client will have to have always in bill that the safeties measurements in
Internet are not unassailable, since there exists the possibility that one accedes illegitimately to
our systems and files in spite of having adopted the most advanced technical mechanisms of
prevention.
In the supposition of which the user or client should estimate an undue use of his personal
information for third will have to communicate it to the person in charge of the file who will adopt
the pertinent measurements in order that it does not return to be produced in the future,
including of gesticulating judicially against whom has acceded illegitimately to our bases of
information.
Any user who should try to initiate judicial, administrative actions or any other one before the
Protection Agency of Information or another competent organism against LACOMBA
PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. and against the person in charge of the treatment, will have to
communicate the facts object of claim to LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. before to the
beginning of the same ones, sending an e-mail to the person in charge of the treatment of
information to comercial@lacomba.com or a letter directed LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U.
(Enric Alzamora, n º 3, 4 º-2 ª, 07002 PALMA DE MALLORCA - islands Balearics-), indicating
the facts and the pretensions of the claim, to which one will attend as soon as possible in order
to solve friendly the problem in the measurement of the possible thing and of agreement with
the Spanish legality.
11. LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. uses cookies in order to be able to recognize users or
clients who turn to initiate a session in www.lacomba.com and to offer them a greeting
welcome. In the supposition of which the interested party does not wish that are installed the
above-mentioned ones cookies, it will be able to form his computer, in paragraph “ Internets
options ” or similar in order to disqualify the function of acceptance of cookies.
LACOMBA PRODUCCIONS, S.L.U. not responsabiliza of the installation of cookies and of his
consequences, provenientes of banners published in our web, sponsors of the same one or of
the websites to which they send our links or hypertextual links.
The installed cookies will allow discernir if it is a question of a user of the "curious ", of the
"clients " or of the "curriculums".

In any case, cookies intromisivas was not being used, that is to say, that obtain information not
requested of information, files or programs installed in the equipment of the user or client.de
l'usuari o client.

